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Activities

- CEFTA Green Lanes have been extended to all BCPs/CCPs in the region
- Extension of Green Lanes to the BCPs with the EU
- Harmonisation of working hours of the agencies involved in clearance of goods
- Dispute Settlement Mechanism
- Annual reports on NTBs
- Fees and charges – draft Decision on reduction of trade costs
- Average release times studies
- MRP for industrial products
- The Draft Decision on Recognition of AEOS programmes
- Fruit & Vegetables
- Three joint customs risk profiles on empty trucks, detection and prevention of smuggling of tobacco and IPR trademark successfully piloted
- SEED+
- Rules of origin
Waiting times - methodology

Calculated SEED waiting time for a single crossing includes time between:
1) a moment when Customs authority at Customs Office of EXIT (at BCP/CCP) completes customs procedures and allows exit, and
2) a moment when Customs authority at Customs Office of ENTRY (at BCP/CCP) accepts Customs Declaration and allows entry of a truck to the Customs territory.

**TIMELINE AT THE BCP/CCP**

- **Veterinary @ Exit**
- **Police @ Exit**
- **Phyto @ Exit**
- **Customs @ Exit**
- **Queue**
- **Police @ Entry**
- **Veterinary @ Entry**
- **Phyto @ Entry**
- **Customs @ Entry**
- **Queue**
- **SEED Waiting Time**
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